The Communities Executive Council and Alumni Relations recognize the

Women of Dartmouth

for their remarkable milestone programming and collaboration across organizations and regions, exceptional events, strong leadership, and transition to the status of a 501(c)3 organization.
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The Communities Executive Committee and Dartmouth recognize Women of Dartmouth Global, which undertook the journey of becoming an independent 501(c)(3) this year, championed the 50th anniversary of coeducation in conjunction with the milestone anniversaries of the BADA and the Native American program. This included 5 keystone virtual events to commemorate coeducation, all in partnership with the other affiliated groups (BADA, NAAAD, DGALA, DALA, and DAPAAA). These events highlighted the contributions of Dartmouth alumnae in our college community, in the professional realm, and in civic engagement, featuring speakers from the Board of Trustees all the way through recent graduates. This strong collaboration with all affiliated groups was fostered through the founding of an Affiliated Roundtable.

Overall, the group hosted 56 events with almost 12,000 registrants, regularly communicating via email and social media to their community in the process. Among the notable programming were two series, THRIVE and INSPIRE Rounds, which have become mainstays of Women of Dartmouth. THRIVE workshops celebrate, enrich, and inspire through webinars that help women create a more fulfilling life. The INSPIRE Rounds feature an INSPIRE story and related theme, with the storyteller (a woman of Dartmouth) sharing her story and then breaking out into small discussion groups to share openly and connect deeply with other inspiring women of Dartmouth.

The INSPIRE website hosts over 80 stories of women of all ages and backgrounds.